
FIRST PERSON WRITING ADVANTAGES

First person point of view is the default choice for many novel writing beginners. Not only is it thought to be the easier
viewpoint to handle, it is believed to be.

Immersion - First person is the most immersive of perspectives, even more so than the rare, "elusive" second
person which is specifically aimed at maximizing immersion. It makes it easier for the narrator to say
whatever he wants. This is the case in Bram Stoker 's Dracula. It is direct. First-person POV also allows
writers to employ literary techniques, such as flashback, without interrupting the flow of the story.
First-person perspective is writing from the point of view of your narrator, putting across the world as they see
it. It would be difficult for an author who uses first person to move through a number of sub-plots and various
narrative threads. It happens. This perspective may add more objectivity to how the reader sees the
protagonist, but not always. Taking for example a narration of the life of Christâ€”Jesus would be the
protagonist and Satan the antagonist, while Judas would be the lead character and narrator in his own story
arc. Instead of making your own, cherry-picked protagonist, you put your generic reader in the centre of
events in person. Whatever your main character sees, thinks, and feels, the audience is a part of. What I mean
to say is that writing in the first person can seem very natural. They can also increase tension because a writer
can switch from a cliffhanger scene in the main storyline to a subplot and leave readers on the edge of their
seats. It can seem like third person omniscient at times. Constant self-referencing, over-the-top emotional
response, can all drown out the story and become too much. Which one tells the story the best? The Different
Points of View First Person When the narrator uses the pronouns I, me, myself, or mine to relate a story, you
are dealing with a first person point of view. It niggles at me somewhat, but that's probably just because I'm
seeing it as a writer. Goodman who was the actual writer of that book and playing the part of James Kirk Gene
Roddenberry's Star Trek as he wrote the novel. Your narrator does not even have to be your protagonist, and
although they are the protagonist in their story, that is only one facet of the overarching tale that is happening
around them. No matter how well a protagonist is written, there may come a time when readers feel
claustrophobic because they are trapped in one person's mind for too long. A war veteran will usually tell in
first person! They are completely immersed in the world of the story from the first page. Take a common
trope: time traveller stuck with cave people. Disadvantage: Lack of Subplots In third-person POV, a writer can
create multiple subplots using different characters to generate story lines. While King agrees that first person
narration is used by many new and established writers, he prefers third-person narration as this allows him to
work on a large canvas, which is limited in first person narration. The first person perspective allows for
opportunities to show if the protagonist is funny, or philosophical, hyper, or laid back?


